
BRANDING MEDIA KIT



ME! My name is Cortney Wood.

I take my job as a graphic designer - your graphic
designer - as serious as I do my job as a sister,
auntie, daughter, wife and friend. This perspective
is what drives the passion behind each project
I complete. 

If you’re into personality types, I’m an ISFJ; which
means I share personality traits with Selena Gomez,
Beyoncé + Halle Berry. (I’m not complaining!)

It also means that I “engage in work and
relationships with people I believe in with warmth
and generosity”. 

WHO YOU’D BE HIRING.... 

HOROSCOPE

(I’M A CUSPER)

SNACK OF CHOICE

EDUCATION -
i received my degree in graphic and web design
with honors at the art institute of california
- san diego.

EXPERIENCE -
i have been designing for clients (both small
and large) for 3 years now. my design career
began alongside my mentor: a designer for
brands like trina turk and jonathan adler. i
went on to create visual content for brand
partnerships under tide, 3m, colgate, etc. before
i parted onto my own path.
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BRAND PACKAGE  $1,450 ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS

A high-speed + affordable solution to kicking off your brand/business!

My branding package includes: 3 initial logo concepts (with up to 3 rounds of minor

revisions) and 2 business card concepts (also allotted 3 rounds of minor revisions). I will

also package up a style guide outlining your brand’s colors, fonts + logo usage. This is

the bread and butter of your branding, and what you would provide to anyone you hire

in the future to work on any creative endeavor for your business. 

Kickoff Meeting | Questionnaire | Shared, Collaborative Pinterest Board | 

Brand Moodboard | Logo Design + Submark | 1 Business Card Design (printing

not included) | Brand Font Combinations | Brand Color Palette (CMYK, RGB,

HEX# + PANTONE) | Final Files for Print and Web Resolution



GET IN TOUCHONE TWO

THREE FOUR

FIVE SIX

RESEARCH + PLANNING

VISUALIZING CONCEPTUALIZING

FINISHING TOUCHES NOW, WHAT?

A consultation that allows us to get
to know one another. This is where I
let you do most of the talking in regards
to your business. By the end of our chat
(or email), I will likely be well versed in
how I can take the necessary next steps
in beginning to build (or rebuild) your brand. 

Following our consult, I will conduct the
necessary market research and in the
meantime, send you over some homework
to take care of: a questionnaire and a
visual inspiration assignment.

The fun part! I will review your “assign-
ments” and begin creating a moodboard
that best represents the style + aesthetic
of your brand.

This may also include the
 beginnings of your brand color palette. 

Once you have approved the moodboard,
we will progress onto your design mockups!
I will send you up to 3 initial logo designs
and you will choose the one in which you
favor. We will then, together, make our way
through up to 3 rounds of revisions until
we arrive at your final!

We made it through all the tough stuff - now
I will compile your full, brand package with
all the elements from the previous steps.
If you have opted for anything additional to
the “starter” package, this is when those
materials will be designed.

I will be sure to have you approve/add any
last suggestions before finalizing this step!

Enjoy your brand and bask in all of its glory!
Update the logo on your website, social
media, deliverables, etc. Share your new
look with your many admirers! 

If your brand is in need of additional deliv-
erables feel free to reach out with any
questions, inquiries, etc. that you may have!



The majority of back and forth communication
will take place via email.

For each of my clients, I create a shared Google
folder where all project documents will live
throughout the entirety of the assignment. This
alleviates any need to search through email chains
and keeps everything (from contracts to revisions,
etc.) in one place.

Revisions are a very important piece of the
design process, given that the original, agreed
upon objective is kept in mind.

Once you (the client) receives your initial
designs, you will provide me (the designer) with
your feedback. Those comments/questions/
thoughts will be analyzed and implemented into
a new version. That marks the end of that round
of revision. Any additional changes outside the
3 rounds of revisions will be billed at my hourly
rate of $50.

The very first step in the branding
process is solidyfing a start date.

I will let you know my next 2-3 available
slots and in order to reserve the date of
your choice, you will review/sign the
appointed contract and submit the first
payment installment (50% of the total).

The second payment is not to be made
until project finish!

HOW WILL WE COMMUNICATE?

Just like most “big” decisions in life, you
will never know for sure. My biggest word
of advice here...trust your instinct.

If you have any reservations about making
the investment or working with me, trust that.

I want you to feel just as enthused about this
project as I do. If that enthusiasm is there from
the start, we will both be happier from start to
finish. If not, then acknowledge it and we will
both move our separate directions, high-fiving
each other through the interwebs! 

HOW DO I KNOW I’M MAKING “THE RIGHT DECISION”?

WHAT CAN I EXPECT OUT OF REVISIONS?WHAT IS THE FIRST STEP OF THIS PROCESS?



THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND CONSIDERATION!

alvaradocreativeco.com   |   instagram.com/alvaradocreativeco   |   hello@alvaradocreativeco.com

all information as of 11/2017. Prices subject to change. 


